Potential crosstalk between slices limits the minimal feasible slice spacing in spin-echo imaging, and this limits the number of slices that can be acquired for each scan. Here we show that a matched-phase 90°-180° pulse pair [1] can be used to achieve slice profiles that enable smaller slice spacing without disturbing adjacent slices. We demonstrate more compact slice acquisition for cerebral blood flow (CBF) imaging using velocity-selective arterial spin labeling (VSASL) [2] based on this improved slice profile. METHODS Pulse design: Unlike conventional RF pulses, 90° and 180° matched-phase RF pulses can have nonlinear phases. These phases are matched to each other such that a linear phase is obtained at the end of the pulse pair. This creates more flexibility to RF design, which can be utilized to sharpen slice profile, reduce the echo time (TE), or lower peak B1 for a given RF pulse duration. We designed matched-phase RF pulses using Shinnar-Le Roux algorithm with β 90 (z) = β 180 2 (z) [3]. Beginning with a minimum-phase β 180 and repeating the design for all root-flipped combinations of passband roots, we found a pulse pair with close-to minimum peak-B1. Furthermore, we truncated the 90° pulse by 25% in time without much signal loss, to avoid increasing TE. Signal measurement: Six axial slices with linear ordering were imaged in a brain without ASL preparation to measure intrinsic signal intensity in each slice (total imaging time = 50 ms x 6 = 300 ms). Except for the first slice, all slices are prone to signal reduction since the initial Mz is perturbed by previous slice excitation. We measured this signal reduction rate in 3 volunteers, using reference signal intensity measured with 30 s of recovery time between slices. VSASL signal stability: VSASL with 30 pairs of tagged/control images was performed and CBF was measured in 5 volunteers. To estimate ASL signal stability, we calculated temporal standard deviation (SD) of CBF time series. Experimental setup: VSASL is comprised of velocityselective tagging (V c = 2 cm/s) and 2D single-shot spiral spin-echo imaging with TR = 5 s, TE = 16 ms, TI = 1630 ms, 64 x 64 matrix size, FOV = 220 cm, and 6 mm slice thickness. All imaging was performed on a GE MR750 3.0 T scanner.

